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Abstract. EADS CCR has tested advanced functions enabled by phased arrays for
ultrasound testing of aeronautic parts. After a generic evaluation phase, various
applications have been studied, such as die forging parts, welds, multilayered carbon
fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP), etc.
This paper is focused on CFRP as it is one of the major concerns for EADS
manufacturing plants. For these materials, we foresee a great reduction of scanning
time and/or a considerable improvement in the detection and sizing capabilities.
EADS CCR has used innovative systems that are not only for laboratory work,
which means that transfers to EADS Business Units and subcontractors are possible.

Introduction
In 1998, EADS "Centre Commun de Recherches" (CCR) was the first European aerospace
actor to invest in a phased array system for NDT purpose. Attractive benefits were expected
from several advantages of this technology:
− Flexibility in the use of the arrays, thanks to the beam forming capability (possibility to
set-up active apertures, beam angles, and focusing distance);
− Easier diagnosis thanks to richer ultrasound imaging;
− Speeded-up inspections thanks to electronic scanning.
These basic functions were exploited for the industrial testing of various aircraft
components [2]:
− Laser beam welding of stiffeners on fuselage skin;
− Centre wing box panels made of multi-layer carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP).
Figure 1. Typical phased array systems for industrial testing in EADS business units
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But phased arrays have not delivered all their benefits yet. New systems (e.g. “MultiX” by
M2M, “128k” by Nutronik, “Faast” by Socomate [4], etc.) offer a larger number of parallel
channels and programmable real time processing capabilities. These features enable to
activate advanced functions, in particular what we called:
− Considering Front Interface before Testing (ConFIT);
− Full Array Transmitting + Multiple-Summation Receiving (FAT MiSuR);
− Full Array Transmitting + Post-Processing of Elementary A-scans (FAT PoPEy).
These advanced functions are welcome wining cards to take up the many challenges of new
aerospace structures, such as:
− Increasing number of components, increasing dimensions and increasing use of CFRP;
− Optimised design with adapted thickness regarding loading, which creates non parallel
faces;
− Integrated functions (e.g. auto-stiffened double shell) which complicates the shapes;
− More severe detection criteria for components manufactured with new processes like
welding.
This article is a short overview of the recent investigations carried out by EADS CCR [6].
It is focused on multi-layer CFRP components. The matrix is composed of epoxy resin. The
fibre content is about 60%. Layers thickness is about 255µm.
The probe is a linear array with a centre frequency of 2.25MHz. It is composed of 64
elements of 1.9mm x 8mm, with a 2mm pitch.
1. Considering Front Interface before Testing
1.1. Principle – Interest – Limitation
"ConFIT" consists in three steps (see figure 2):
1. Transmit one planar wave front with the full array;
2. Detect the front echoes on each individual element of the array (parallel B-scan);
3. Transmit a second time for testing with the right refraction angle thanks to the delay law
calculated from step 2.
Figure 2. ConFIT – Principle

"ConFIT" is interesting for the testing of components with possible changes in the external
shape and/or which are not put exactly at the same position in the immersion tank.
It has been tested in a step-by-step mode up to now, since the calculation of delay laws is
often too long for a real-time process for each position of the probe.
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1.2. Application to Disoriented Components
Figure 3 illustrates the difference between the B-scan after "ConFIT" and the one without
"ConFIT" (but after magnification of +16dB), when the array is tilted of 5° only, above one
reference step block including open Flat Bottom Holes (FBH). Both B-scans were obtained
after linear electronic scanning with apertures of 4 elements.
Figure 3. ConFIT – Application to disoriented components
B-scan after ConFIT

Prior parallel B-scan

B-scan without ConFIT

1.3. Application to Sloping Break
Figure 4 shows the results of a similar test. The previous reference stepping block was
replaced by a block with a machined slope of 3.9°, simulating plies stops every 3.8mm. The
front echoes are large enough to enable triggering on the B-scan after "ConFIT" only.
Figure 4. ConFIT – Application to sloping break
Parallel B-scan (step 1)

B-scan after ConFIT

B-scan without ConFIT

1.4. Application to Radius
Figure 5. ConFIT – Application to radius
Parallel B-scan (step 1)

B-scan after ConFIT
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B-scan without ConFIT

Figure 5 illustrates the testing of one radius of 25mm. The B-scan after "ConFIT" was
obtained after linear electronic scanning with 24 apertures of 8 elements, which enabled to
cover a sector of about 25°. On the other hand, only the top of the radius (which means 2°
maximum) is tested on the B-scan without "ConFIT", because of the absence of delay law.
1.5. The Step Beyond
One solution to make this process real-time would consist in preloading in the electronic a
large number of laws corresponding to possible cases. It should be less time consuming
compared to the option of a pre-scan for reconnaissance of the front interface.
2. Full Array Transmitting + Multiple-Summation Receiving
2.1. Principle – Interest – Limitation
"FAT MiSuR" is similar to the "Paintbrush Evaluation" method [5]. It consists first in
transmitting one planar wave front with the full array; and then creating several
summations of signals received by adjacent elements of the array. The number of
combinations corresponds to the number of virtual probes (see blue elements on figure 6).
Figure 6. FAT MISuR – Simulation of the principle
Set of summations #1

Set of summations #2

Set of summations #3

Set of summations #4

Set of summations #5

Set of summations #6

As this process is real time, it is interesting for speeding-up the scanning of large
components. We demonstrated that it is faster to conventional linear electronic scanning by
a factor 2 to 6, in the case of a 64 channels system.
The main drawback lies on the poor spatial resolution caused by the large planar wave front
after full array transmitting. However this can be overcome by a compromise focusing
delay law. Another limitation is linked to the difficulty of triggering the Time Corrected
Gain (TCG) differently for each virtual probe.
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2.2. Control of Spatial Resolution
Figure 7 highlights the influence of receiving apertures and focusing delay laws on spatial
resolution, time resolution and signal to noise ratio (S/N). It shows B-scans (and associated
echodynamic curves) which were acquired on the reference step block with FBH, in various
conditions. The diameters of the four FBH which indications are visible on the B-scans are
3mm, 4mm, 6mm and 7mm. Their depths correspond to 20 layers (above) or 140 layers
(below).
Figure 7. FAT MISuR – Control of the spatial resolution after FAT
Receiving apertures: 1 element

Receiving apertures: 10 elements
No delay laws

Receiving apertures: 10 elements
[t(ns) ≅ 220 - 2.2 × x(mm)²]

Depth: 20 layers

Depth: 140 layers

-100%

+100%

Note: the indications of the FBH Ø6mm on the B-scans in the first column show that the
limit aperture for focusing and the optimal receiving delay law are different according to
depth:
- Limit aperture for focusing: 6 elements for Z = 20 layers, and 14 elements for
Z = 140 layers;
- Optimal receiving delay law: [t(ns)≅119-3.3×x(mm)²] for Z = 20 layers, and
[t(ns)≅412-2.1×x(mm)²] for Z = 140 layers.
2.3. The Step Beyond
Next investigations will be focused on the combination of dynamic aperture (or apodizing)
and dynamic depth focusing in the receiving mode, in order to optimise time resolution and
spatial resolution whatever the depth is...
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3. Full Array Transmitting + Post-Processing of Elementary A-scans
3.1. Principle – Interest – Limitation
"FAT PoPEy" consists in transmitting one planar wave front with the full array; and then
recording signals received by each individual element. This enables to post-process them in
order to optimise receiving apertures and delay laws according to reflectors. As it
eliminates no data, it gives the possibility to exploit information "hidden" in the periodical
structural noise, in order to diagnose about the distribution of porosity in the thickness [7],
or the occurrence of wrinkles. Building traditional C-scans is still possible in the postprocessing mode, thanks to software gating.
The limitation of "FAT PoPEy" is the large amount of data it generates. But it should not
last so long, since computers power continuously grows-up, and efficient data compression
algorithms are available.
3.2. Application to the Detection of FBH
First column of figure 8 displays the same data as first column of figure 7. It corresponds to
raw data acquired in the conditions of "FAT PoPEy". Following columns show postprocessed B-scans where adjacent A-scans were summed on various apertures (5, 9 and 13
elements) without applying any delay law. The effect on spatial resolution, time resolution
and signal to noise ratio (S/N) is obvious.
Figure 8. FAT PoPEy – Effect of receiving aperture extend on post-processed B-scans
Receiv. apert.: 1 elt
Depth: 20 layers

Receiv. apert.: 9 elt

Receiv. apert.: 5 elt

Receiv. apert.: 13 elt

Depth: 140 layers

With typical acquisition conditions (digitising frequency: 25MHz, time range: 50µs, steps:
1mm), we scanned a surface of 1000 mm × 1000 mm with "FAT PoPEy". It created a
2.3Go data file. Maximum linear speed was limited to 100mm/s.
3.3. The Step Beyond
New tools will be added in "NDT kit", the analysis software developed by EADS CCR for
ultrasound data. They will give the possibility to decompress recorded signals when loaded.
They will also enable to determine the optimal receiving apertures and delay laws for each
reflector automatically.
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Conclusions
Some of the latest ultrasound electronics offer a larger number of parallel channels and
programmable real time processing capabilities. These features enable to activate advanced
functions, in particular what we called:
1. Considering Front Interface before Testing (ConFIT);
2. Full Array Transmitting + Multiple-Summation Receiving (FAT MiSuR);
3. Full Array Transmitting + Post-Processing of Elementary A-scans (FAT PoPEy).
They have been evaluated by EADS CCR, in particular on multilayered CFRP components.
First one proved efficient on tilted components, sloping breaks and radii. Second one is
faster by a factor 2 to 6, in comparison with basic linear electronic scanning. Third one is
the foreseen acquisition solution which will be applied for ultrasound testing of CFRP, as
soon as computers are powerful enough.
As long as their validation gives hopeful results, EADS CCR continues with supporting
their implementation in the processors of new electronics with OEMs which accept. We
believe that they are welcome wining cards to take up the many challenges of new
aerospace structures. The step beyond will also consist in transposing these performances to
2D matrix arrays.
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